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proofreading while her spouse, the author, was writing his
novel. Her effort requires my utmost gratitude . . . start to finish. Furthermore, to my friend Tom Duncan whose advice was
invaluable regarding his interpretation of permissible racial
language? Any resemblance to persons living or dead is purely
coincidental. I would also like to thank two late comers offering
to proofread the final drafts of this story, Nina and Frances. I
do not take their help lightly. They did a great job making my
pen-maneuvering read much, much better. Thanks again, ladies.

Foreword

by Tom Duncan
This story is pure fiction, but racial strife in
America before the Civil Rights Act is well known and tested on
a small scale in this manuscript. The Author’s intention is not to
defend or denigrate either side of the issue but to show a more
compassionate resonance that did exist in the South, human to
human, contrary to racial strife and radical spitforth.

Chapter 1

Bunkie Davis, riverboat gambler extraordinaire, crossed the gangplank from the boat’s main deck and
ambled the few yards to terra firma. He stopped and took a deep
breath of the morning freshness and reflected on his purpose for
being in Natchez. He was going to see Uncle Levi, the boy and
Claiborne Tetherow.
He opened the gold cover of his pocket watch—the hands
displayed one minute after eight o’clock. The morning sun
peeked through cotton blossom clouds granting the city of Natchez a beautiful, but steamy hot summer’s day.
Clowns and jugglers helped make the landscape under the
hill a living platform of interest and diversion. A man on stilts
dressed like Uncle Sam tossed candy to the children. Brokers in
business suits haggled over the price of Mississippi Delta cotton
and Southern Belles in hoop skirts paraded near the gangplank
under open parasols protecting them from the sun. They worked
the docks regularly tempting the gentry seeking female companionship, their favor, in exchange for passage South to New
Orleans.
Barefoot Negro lads with snaggletooth grins tap-danced to
the cadence of a military style band in red and gold uniforms
playing ‘Dixie’. Their performance prompted onlookers to toss
small denominational coins at their busy feet.
Boy Levi, the only white kid in the line, also barefooted and
in overalls with one unfastened shoulder strap hanging loosely
over his shoulder, competed for his share of the recompense.
Someone tossed a half dollar coin that landed near his feet. He
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looked up to see who was that generous with their wealth and
saw Bunkie Davis beaming down on him with an eager smile.
“Uncle Bunkie,” cried the boy as he broke from the line and
ran toward his benefactor with outstretched arms. “Gee Uncle
Bunkie, I sho’ is glad to see you.”
“I’m glad to see you too, Boy.” Bunkie replied. “How you
been?”
“I’m better now that you’re here.”
“Good boy,” Bunkie said. “Want to go for a buggy ride?”
“Where are we goin’?”
“To see Uncle Levi and Claiborne,” he said to the youngster.
“Here, you carry this.” Bunkie handed him a small carpetbag
to manage, “and I’ll carry the heavy one. Let’s go to the livery
stable and rent a horse and buggy. Can you handle a horse?”
“Can I handle a horse? I’m the best horse handler in all uh’
Adam’s county.”
“Okay then. You drive.”
“You really mean it?”
“He’s all yours. I see you hold your own with those darkies?”
“Aw, I guess. We all growed’ up together. Sometimes we
gets into fights, but we been around each other long enough that
they thinks I’m one of them. We’re friends sometimes, though.
Besides, Uncle Levi runs em’ off iffen they get to . . . you know,
beatin’ up on me.”
“Good ol’ Uncle Levi has been a real friend to you,” Bunkie
said, making conversation. “A man needs his friends.”
“He’s the only family I got, besides Papa Tetherow and Muffin. And you are my friend, Uncle Bunkie.”
“It’s good to be here, son. We need to see each other more
often.”
“We sho’ do. I always knowed you’d be comin’ back agin’
someday.”
• • •
The August heat in 1915 Natchez, like the sweet spot in a
cast iron skillet, bore down over the city making life a miserable
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outdoor event, even in the shade. unkie observed oy evi’s
attention to driving the horse. is total focus was on getting the
horse to obey his commands, but the horse was alternately stubborn when resisting oy’s control. e hedged through interim
trials until the horse sufficiently compromised to ambiguous
commands. oy impressed unkie by his determination to win
the horse over.
Buy the B&N ePub version at:http://www.barnesandnoble.com/w/the-mystery-of-the-louisville-star-joseph
-s-nettles/1107550251?ean=2940014472548
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